

Dells/Delton Area Hockey Association Coaching Phylosiphy



Goal: 
Help develop the physical, mental, emotional and social needs of our       youth by participation in the sport of hockey. 

Teach respect, good sportsmanship, fair play, team work, and to accept          both winning and losing graciously.

Give each player the opportunity to participate to the best of his/her     ability.

          	Focus on what the player or team has done right. Let the team/player                 	know when they need to improve on something, but more important 
              making sure that they know when they did something RIGHT.
              5:1 Rule: 5 positives per 1 negative.
           

*Equal playing time.

We are not a "win at all costs" program. This is a developmental association. (see goal)
 
       We/you need to make every effort to play everyone as equal as the 'whistle' will allow, no matter what the skill level. 

Lines should be adjusted to be as equal/balanced as possible. 'Run the Bench' As a coach you are in charge of everything that happens onthe ice, bench and locker room. You represent the association.       
            
          
Practice:

Practice is for everyone. The less skilled SHOULD get more attention, be included and allowed to lead drills etc...

           Not always the fastest to slowest. Not always the skilled to less skilled.
           
           Have a practice plan. Put it on paper or white board if possible. Share with
     the assistants, so as to have an efficient, controlled, and effective practice.

           Use the locker room to brief the team as to what the practice/game plan is.
       Goalies should participant in all skill drills and should skate "out" 1 or 2 practices a month, and at the very least 1 game a season.

Any player wishing to try the position of goalie should be allowed to. All players at the entry level (mites) should be encouraged to try the goalie position.

Discuss this philosophy with the players and how it works with your coaching style.

Discuss this philosophy with the parents and how you will use it as their child’s coach. Let them know what you expect from their child, and what you expect from the parents.



Attached:
           PARTICIPANT CODE OF CONDUCT
           PARENT CODE OF CONDUCT
           SPECTATOR CODE OF CONDUCT


It is your responsibility, as a coach, to know these, and to make your players and parents aware from the start. Remember that whether you like it or not, your are a role model for the kids you coach. You need to accept this and, if necessary, modify your behavior to be a positive role model for the players you coach.





         
                                                                                                                                        

